Designed for the
Select Step®, Little Giant Xtreme®
and Little Giant articulating ladders.

USE WITH LATEX-ONLY PAINT
Do not exceed 1 gallon or 15 lbs.
Do not fill above max fill line indicated
on back of Fuel Tank.
Not recommended for fuel.
Do not stand or sit on Fuel Tank.

Contains:
1 Fuel Tank vertical paint tray
2 Reversible arms
2 Secure locks
1 Magnetic mounting bracket for your
roller and brush

For a video on how to use
the Fuel Tank, please go to
www.littlegiантladders.com/videos.
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For use on Articulating ladders

Match up the reversible "A" arm to the "A" post.

Put the "A" arm into the "B" post and the "B" arm into the "A" post, facing outward.

Put the reversible "A" arm on the "A" post, with the "A" on the arm facing out.

To attach to the Little Giant Xtreme ladder, slide the posts into the accessory posts.

To attach to the AirDeck, insert the posts through the square holes.

For use on Select Step

Turn the "A" arm so the "A" is facing toward the Fuel Tank.

This is how it should look when put together correctly.

Before using the Fuel Tank insert and secure the lock in the end of the post, making sure it is completely locked in place.

For use on Little Giant Xtreme

Pinch the end of the post and slide the arm onto the end of the post.

Insert the secure lock in the end of the post, making sure it is locked in place.

Repeat the entire process for the "B" post and arm.

Now it is ready for use on the Select Step.

Now it is ready for use on the Little Giant Xtreme.

Magnetic Mounting Bracket

Repeat the entire process for the "B" post and arm.

The Fuel Tank is designed to be used when the ladder is in the A-frame position attached to the upper inner section.

Now it is ready for use on any of the Little Giant articulating ladders.

The magnetic mounting bracket can be placed on any one of the four sides.

Paint and Peel Clean-up

When attached to the long sides, the mounting bracket can hold two items: a paint brush to the magnet and a roller to the middle of the bracket. The bracket can also be used on the short sides of the Fuel Tank, but only to hold a paint brush.

Simply pour out any excess latex paint and store upside down to dry.

Let dry and remove the paint within 48 hours. Peel it away with ease, no liners needed. Your Fuel Tank will be clean and ready to use.
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